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BIOGRAPHY

Mark has advised extensively on construction, project development and infrastructure transactions. 

Mark has substantial in-depth construction and project development expertise in a wide range of

sectors, including transport, property development and urban regeneration, social infrastructure,

power and water and oil and gas projects.

Mark advises clients across the entire life of a project, from initial procurement analysis and choice

of procurement approach, through tendering, contract negotiations and award and finally into

contract management during the construction, commissioning and completion phase of a project.
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RELATED INSIGHTS

Insights

Jul 06, 2020

Reviving the economy. Building the future.

Ahead of the planned July fiscal stimulus in which the Chancellor is set to announce some limited measures, BCLP

has summarised predictions for energy, environment & infrastructure.

Insights

Dec 12, 2019

The Construction Act and modular construction projects

Since my former colleague Eveline Strecker last blogged about modular construction, it has continued to develop

in popularity. The more we see of modular, the more it becomes clear that it is a very different beast to “traditional”

construction projects, demanding an evolution in procurement routes and contract content.

England and Wales

Infrastructure

Real Estate Sector

Oil, Gas and LNG

EXPERIENCE

▪ A bidder on the proposed NZ$1 billion Waikeria Prison PPP project

▪ A bidder  on the proposed NZ$700 million Christchurch social housing project

▪ A Middle Eastern government on the multi-package engineering, procurement and construction

contracts for the design and construction of a new US$400 million container port

▪ A  Middle Eastern government public procurement unit on the construction and other

development contracts for several urban regeneration and real estate development projects

▪ The lenders on the design and construction and operation and maintenance contracts for the

approx. €400 million Europppass electronic lorry tolling project in Austria

RELATED PRACTICE AREAS


